Certain equivalences between the Godard and Shalvi-Weinstein schemes have been previously noted under special circumstances. We present here a simple proof for real signals that an equivalence can be established assuming little more than stationarity to fourth order of the equalizer input; the exact nature of the input sequence proves otherwise irrelevant to the validity of the equivalence. The equivalence also carries over to complex signals, but subject to more restrictive circularity conditions. In a communication context, the equivalence implies that many performance issues, such as susceptibility to local minima, the ability (or lack thereof) to open the eye, or mean performance degradations due to channel noise and/or source correlation properties, are common to the two, even when applied with nonlinear channels. Our equivalence also indicates a simple modification to the Godard algorithm to render it applicable to leptokurtic sources.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed considerable creativity in algorithm design and subsequent analysis techniques for blind equalization schemes. Those which have gained popularity can all claim, modulo various (and sometimes questionable) hypotheses, to properly equalize a communication channel without recourse to a training sequence. A more recent trend is to compare relative robustness issues which are of paramount importance in applications. In this light, our contribution is to show a simple proof that two often contrasted approaches, the Godard method [3] and the Shalvi-Weinstein method [10] are in fact equivalent in their mean performance measures.
That the two methods show some relations is already known. The original paper by Shalvi and Weinstein [10] , in fact, shows that their criterion reduces to the Godard cost function under special circumstances: a linear channel, no noise, and an i.i.d. source with some known statistics. We show here a simple proof that an equivalence between the two schemes can be established for real signals assuming little more that stationarity to fourth order of the equalizer input. Any further assumptions, such as whether the source is i.i.d. versus correlated, whether the channel is linear versus nonlinear, or whether any noise present is additive versus multiplicative, have no bearing on the validity of the equivalence. The equivalence can of course be extended to complex signals as well, but subject to more restrictive circularity conditions on the received signal.
Rather than show the Shalvi-Weinstein criterion reduces to the Godard cost function under certain conditions, as in [10] , we show instead that a reduced error surface of the Godard cost function is but a deformation of the Shalvi-Weinstein criterion. The deformation in question is easily shown to be monotonic and order preserving. With the two algorithms applied to a common signal environment, the set of stationary points are thus the same, as is the classification of each stationary point (i.e., minimum/maximum, local/global, or saddle point). An immediate consequence is that many performance considerations, such as susceptibility to local minima, the ability (or lack thereof ) to adequately open the eye, or mean performance degradations due to channel noise or source correlation properties, are fundamentally no different between the two methods. Our equivalence also indicates a simple modification to the Godard algorithm to render it applicable to leptokurtic source sequences, as the conventional form is known to be suitable only for platykurtic source sequences.
Problem structure
Let u L be the sequence of k-element column vectors which form the input to the equalizer, corresponding to k-fold oversampling or using k sensors; the baud-rate single-sensor case corresponds to k"1. The equalizer coefficients are k-element column vectors u , 2 ,u *\ , in which the equalizer length¸is for now arbitrary. The equalizer output is 
The complex case can be handled by letting s G take complex values of the form s G "e(G"sin G ". For all choices of the rotation angles
, for the complex case), the resulting G M has unit norm and, conversely, an arbitrary unitnorm vector may be reached for an essentially unique choice of the rotation angles (see, e.g., [7] , [8] (pp. 337-339)).
The output of the unit-norm filter is denoted as
and its scaled version yields the equalizer output as y L "ryN L . We assume only that the equalizer input +u L , has zero mean and is stationary to fourth order. For real signals, any further hypotheses on the problem structure, e.g., whether the equalizer input is obtained from a linear versus nonlinear channel, whether any noise present is additive versus multiplicative, or whether the equalizer length is chosen correctly or not, have no bearing on the validity of the equivalence to be derived, and hence need not be invoked. The complex case, by contrast, will involve a circularity condition, which will be highlighted separately in the development to follow.
Shalvi-¼einstein algorithm
The Shalvi-Weinstein algorithm adjust the equalizer parameters so as to seek the extremal point(s) of the objective function [10, 12] 
where c W (y L ) is the fourth-order cumulant of the equalizer output, viz.
. It is readily checked that the ratio of the fourth-order cumulant to the variance squared is invariant to the choice of the scale factor r (for rO0). This is reflected in the second equality of Eq. (1), such that the objective function varies only with the rotation angles .
Godard algorithm
The Godard algorithm adjusts the equalizer parameters in the negative gradient direction (to within stochastic estimation errors) of the following cost function [3, 11] :
In the special case where the equalizer input is a (multichannel) convolved version of some source sequence, call it +s L ,, the constant should be chosen
. Any error in , however, is benign, in that such an error is completely compensated by a corresponding error in r, with no influence on intersymbol interference (e.g., [5] ). We assume only that is some positive constant, as its exact value has little bearing on what follows.
The main result
A device used in previous works [2, 4] is to derive from Eq. (3) a reduced error surface, in which F (r, ) is first optimized with respect to the radial parameter r. The resulting expression is then studied with respect to remaining degrees of freedom contained in .
With
The derivative with respect to r is
Equating this to zero yields r"0 and r"
The former is known [11] to yield a local maximum of F , while the latter two solutions are (equally good) minima [2] . Note that in a communication context, the sign ambiguity on r is innocuous whenever differential source encoding is used, and subsequent expressions will involve only r anyway. Setting thus
in which we notationally emphasize that the optimal choice of r depends on the angular parameters , the cost function F (r, ) from Eq. (4) reduces to
in which the fourth-order cumulant expression (2) may help the reader obtain the second line. We distinguish now two cases:
This shows that the reduced error surface F M ( ) of the Godard scheme is a simple deformation of the Shalvi-Weinstein criterion F ( ). It should be clear that any minima of the reduced error surface F M ( ) are minima of the full cost function (3), and that any maxima or saddle points of the reduced error surface are saddle points of the full error surface. [The only local maximum of Eq. (3) is at r"0, which is excluded in the construction of the reduced error surface; any other stationary points of the full error surface are minima with respect to r, and hence cannot appear as maxima with respect to Eq. (3)].
The deformation in question is monotonic, since from Eq. (7) dF M ( ) dF ( )
Moreover, for any two parameter choices and , a simple calculation gives
This shows the deformation to be order preserving, i.e.,
once it is recognized that the constraint (8) and (9) together, the classification of each stationary point is preserved. ('Classification' here refers to whether a given stationary point is a local minimum, global minimum, saddle point, local maximum, or global maximum).
Complex equalizer output. If the output process
+yN ( ) ), is circular for all choices of the equalizer parameters (see [6] for general conditions guaranteeing circularity), then
In this case, Eq. (6) reduces to
The arguments showing that F ( ) and F M ( ) are related by a monotonic deformation, and all conclusions following from this, proceed in direct parallel to the real case above.
If, on the other hand, circularity of the equalizer output yN L does not hold, as may happen for certain nonlinear processes, then the Godard and Shalvi-Weinstein criteria can have different convergent points. We may remark that the utility of the Shalvi-Weinstein criteria appears, based on the original article [10] , strongly conditioned on various source and channel hypotheses for the complex case. Similar remarks may apply to the Godard algorithm, and the superiority of one or the other for noncircular complex processes remains to be investigated.
A leptokurtic Godard algorithm
The above generic equivalence, either for real of complex circular processes, suggests a simple modification to the Godard algorithm to render it applicable to leptokurtic sources. We begin by specializing our model to a common linear model used in communication contexts, viz.
in which +s L , is a scalar source sequence, +h J , is the single-input/k-output channel impulse response (possibly infinite length), and b L is the channel noise.
We let + f G , denote the combined (channelequalizer) impulse response:
The Shalvi-Weinstein approach was first proposed for the setting in which +s L , is an i.i.d. source, and the noise is absent. Criterion (1) is then known to assume the form
in which the parenthetic term involving the combined response lies between zero and one. The upper limit of unity is attained if and only if the combined response reduces to a sole nonzero term [10, 12] . Thus, if the source is platykurtic [c W (s L )(0], the objective function F ( ) should be minimized (i.e., pushed to an extremal negative value), with clearly the opposite strategy for leptokurtic sources [c (s L )'0]. The Godard algorithm, by contrast, appears illsuited to leptokurtic sources, since minimizing the cost function (3) actually worsens intersymbol interference for that case (see, e.g. [5] for a nice analysis). From our equivalence, it is clear that the correct strategy to adopt for leptokurtic sources is to maximize the reduced Godard cost function F M ( ), as this is equivalent to maximizing the Shalvi-Weinstein criterion.
As the reduced error surface F M ( ) arises from minimizing with respect to the radial parameter r, such a 'min-max' procedure would appear difficult for a conventional transversal parametrization of the equalizer. The polar parametrization studied here, though, renders such an approach straightforward. A (stochastic approximation to a) gradient descent procedure applied to Eq. (3) appears as
in which the '$' sign is chosen opposite to the sign of the source kurtosis. The gradient vector dy L /d may be computed in a straightforward fashion (see, e.g. [7] or [1] for the real case, with straightforward extension to the complex case). The scale factor r may be adapted either by a gradient descent procedure, or a least-squares-type algorithm, among other possibilities. Further algorithm development, and performance comparisons between the various possibilities, is a worthwhile topic for the interested reader.
We should emphasize that the Godard and Shalvi-Weinstein schemes may still exhibit some practical differences, some of which are worth noting: E Because their respective objective functions are related by a deformation, the eigenvalue spread of the Hessian matrix about a minimum point may differ between the two algorithms, indicating that local convergence properties may not show the same speeds. E Noise sources, whether they be channel noise, gradient estimation noise, or roundoff noise in the computations, can manifest themselves differently in the two algorithms, indicating that misadjustment effects need not be equivalent. It remains true that mean performance degradation induced by channel noise will remain equivalent, provided the misadjustment effects in either case are negligible compared to the mean degradation. Ref. [9] , though, shows a noteworthy example where misadjustment effects should not be neglected. Further comparative studies between the two algorithm classes should thus focus on these and other conditioning aspects.
Concluding remarks
We have presented an elementary proof of equivalence between the Godard and Shalvi-Weinstein criteria for real signals which assumes little more than stationarity to fourth order of the equalizer input, in contrast to previous comparisons which tend to invoke further hypotheses (e.g., linear channel, i.i.d. source, etc.). The complex case also carries through, but subject to more stringent circularity conditions. Various performance measures, such as existence of and susceptibility to local minima, the ability to open the eye, or mean performance degradation due to channel noise and/or source correlation properties, are thus common to the two schemes, even when applied to nonlinear channels (for real signals). We have noted that conditioning aspects of the two algorithms, such as misadjustment severity or convergence speed, can nonetheless differ due to the deformation involved. Further studies should thus focus on these questions, as well as on any possible superiority of one over the other when applied to non-circular complex processes.
